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instructing them how to use the Accused Products in an infringing manner, they also 

advertise, market, and promote the use of the Accused Products in an infringing manner.  

CX-0546; CX-0583C; CX-0594C; CX-0073.

The evidence also shows that Philip Morris USA and Philip Morris Products contribute to 

infringement of the ’123 patent by customers and end users of IQOS 2.4 by importing and selling 

components, such as the IQOS 2.4 holder and Marlboro HeatSticks, that contain infringing 

functionality and are not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-

infringing use.  See Stip. ¶¶ 111–13, 117, 128–30; CX-0030C at 16–47, 49–59; JX-0094C at 

61:3–62:18, 64:22–65:14.  Indeed, the HeatSticks are specifically designed for use with the 

Accused Products and are not suitable for substantial non-infringing use.  See Hrg. Tr. 167:19–23. 

I therefore find that Reynolds has shown that Philip Morris USA and Philip 

Morris Products both induce and contribute to the infringement of claims 27–30 of the ’123 

patent with respect to the IQOS 2.4 products.  

C. Technical Prong of the Domestic Industry Requirement

Reynolds argues that the VUSE Vibe practices claims 1, 4, 6, 11, 13–15, 17, 19, and 

23–26 of the ’123 patent.  CIB at 43–47.  Philip Morris has stipulated that the VUSE Vibe practices 

all limitations of these claims except for one part of one limitation of independent claims 1 and 

15.  Stip. ¶¶ 86–89.  The limitation for claim 1 remaining at issue is “absorbed within an 

absorbent fibrous material” and the limitation for claim 15 remaining at issue is “the mixture 

absorbed within an absorbent wicking material.”  See Hrg. Tr. 239:17–24, 250:17–251:8, 

252:13–253:4; Stip. ¶¶ 86–89.  Philip Morris failed to argue that the VUSE Vibe product does 

not practice the ’123 patent in its post-hearing responsive brief; Reynolds’s arguments that 

the technical prong is 
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satisfied for the ’123 patent are therefore deemed unopposed.  See RRB at 25–41; Order No. 8 

at Ground Rule 14.2.   

The record evidence demonstrates that the VUSE Vibe product practices the claim 1 

limitation “absorbed within an absorbent fibrous material” and the claim 15 limitation “the 

mixture absorbed within an absorbent wicking material.”  The VUSE Vibe includes a PET fiber 

disc and glass fiber wick that absorb and are saturated with e-liquid; the PET fiber disc and glass 

fiber wick are therefore the claimed “absorbent fibrous material” and “absorbent wicking 

material.”  See Hrg. Tr. 240:9–12, 242:5–243:15, 252:1–3; CX-0948C.32–33.  The PET fiber disc 

and glass fiber wick are contained within the liquid storage compartment in the VUSE 

Vibe.  See Hrg. Tr. 244:17–250:11, 252:13-20; CX-0948C.32–33, .66.  

I therefore find that Reynolds has demonstrated that the VUSE Vibe practices claims 1, 4, 

6, 11, 13–15, 17, 19, and 23–26 of the ’123 patent, thereby satisfying the technical prong of the 

domestic industry requirement.   

D. Validity

Philip Morris argues that asserted claims 27–30 of the ’123 patent are rendered obvious by U.S. 

Patent No. 5,249,586 (RX-0073) (hereinafter “Morgan”) in view of the general knowledge of a 

person of ordinary skill in the art.  RIB at 25–40.  Reynolds has stipulated that Morgan is prior 

art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and that Morgan discloses each limitation of claims 27–30 

except one.  Stip. ¶¶ 81–83.  According to Reynolds, Morgan does not disclose the claim 27 

limitation “[an] elongated portion of the resistance heating element positioned proximal to the 

center of the outer housing.”  CRB at 6.   

Philip Morris does not dispute that Morgan fails to disclose “[an] elongated portion of the 

resistance heating element positioned proximal to the center of the outer housing,” but 

instead 
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argues that “it would have been obvious to use a centered heater in the Morgan device because it 

is undisputed that centered heaters were well known before the priority date of the ’123 patent.” 

RIB at 25.  Philip Morris argues that “[t]he state of the art from 1992 (Counts-962, RX-0005) 

through 2006 (Adams, RX-00745 and Park, RX-0079) taught not just centered heaters, but also 

their advantages, including simplicity, reliability, reduced cost, and thermal efficiency.”  RIB at 

25–26.  Philip Morris also argues that the ’123 patent “states that the selection of heating elements 

was a ‘matter of design choice’ and would be ‘readily apparent’ to a [person of ordinary skill in 

the art].”  RIB at 35 (citing ’123 patent at 29:32–50; Hrg. Tr. 1076:2–25).  Philip Morris 

therefore argues that “a [person of ordinary skill in the art] would have been motivated to 

implement Morgan using a centered heater as the predictable solution from the narrow list of 

known and available design choices.”  RIB at 27, 35–36, 40–41.  

Before discussing the merits of Philip Morris’s obviousness argument, I first address 

an evidentiary objection that arose during the hearing.  Reynolds and Staff raised concerns that 

Philip Morris was advancing an obviousness combination of Morgan in view of Adams, a 

combination that Philip Morris allegedly told the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office it would not 

assert in this investigation.  Hrg. Tr. 1031–1045:15.  The objection was raised in view of 

statements made during Philip Morris’s opening statements regarding the of Morgan and 

Adams, as well as demonstratives disclosed by Philip Morris’s expert the evening before he 

was to testify.  Hrg. Tr. 1033:5–16, 1043:20–1044:13.  After Reynolds and Staff raised their 

objections, Philip Morris represented that it would not argue the obviousness combination of 

Morgan in view of Adams and that it would instead argue only that Morgan rendered the ’123 

patent obvious in view of the knowledge of a person of ordinary skill in the art, which 

would include knowledge of certain references, such as Adams and others, that disclose central 

heaters.  See Hrg. Tr. 1040:5–24.   
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In its post-hearing rebuttal brief, Reynolds maintains its argument that Philip Morris 

should be precluded from relying on Morgan in combination with Adams:   

Respondents attempt to defend their gamesmanship by asserting the fiction 
that using Adams as a secondary reference (as asserted at the [Patent Trial 
and Appeal Board]) is somehow distinct from using Adams as evidence of 
the general knowledge of a [person of ordinary skill in the art].  This is 
certainly not consistent with opening trial as they did by describing Adams 
as a “key” reference “[o]n invalidity,” and it is nothing more than sneaking 
an argument through the back door that Respondents expressly and 
strategically abandoned to try to save their case at the [Patent Trial and 
Appeal Board] from Fintiv denial. 

CRB at 29–30; see also id. at 26–30.  

With respect to Reynolds’s continuing objection, Staff takes the position that 

Respondents[’] obviousness arguments here do not contravene 
Respondents’ representations to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
because ultimately Respondents did not offer evidence that the claims of the 
’123 Patent are obvious in view of the combination of Morgan and Adams. 
Rather, Respondents only advance the obviousness position that the claims 
were rendered obvious by Morgan in view of the knowledge of a [person of 
ordinary skill in the art] consistent with their invalidity contentions and the 
expert reports in this Investigation. 

SIB at 72 n.5.  

Having considered the parties’ positions, I hereby deny Reynolds’s request that Philip 

Morris be precluded from relying on the Morgan reference in view of the knowledge of a person 

of ordinary skill in the art.  I now turn to the substantive merits of Philip Morris’s obviousness 

case.   

Philip Morris’s obviousness argument hinges upon passages from the ’123 patent stating 

that “[s]election of battery and resistance heating elements can vary, and can be a matter of design 

choice” and “[s]election of the power source and resistance heating elements can be a matter of 

design choice.”  See RIB at 35 (citing ’123 patent at 29:32–50).  The ’123 patent does not state, 
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however, that the arrangement and positioning of those resistance heating elements are matters of 

design choice.  Instead, the design choices described in the ’123 patent relate to the amount 

of resistance in the resistance heating elements and the voltage and current provided by the 

power sources.  See Hrg. Tr. 1508:22–1510:1.  This passage does not support Philip Morris’s 

argument, that “a [person of ordinary skill in the art] would have been motivated to implement 

Morgan using a centered heater as the predictable solution from the narrow list of known and 

available design choices.” See RIB at 27, 35–36, 40–41.   

In addition, Morgan itself shows that it would not have been obvious to modify Morgan 

to include a centered heater.  Morgan teaches the benefit of having multiple 

heaters, circumferentially-spaced away from the center, such that each heating element can 

be heated individually, in sequence, and so that no portion of the tobacco would be heated more 

than once. See Morgan at 5:18–25, 5:61–65.  Specifically, Morgan teaches that the multiple 

heaters permit “each respective heater 23 to provide an individual charge of tobacco flavor 

substance.”  Morgan at 5:61–65.  Morgan also teaches that its placement of the heaters 

circumferentially around the device away from the center—“distributed substantially uniformly 

around the circumference of cavity”—serves to accomplish the goal of avoiding “reheating 

and the production of undesired compounds and off tastes.”  Morgan at 5:18–25.  In view of 

these teachings, a person of ordinary skill in the art would not have been motivated to modify 

Morgan to include a centered heater. 

This lack of motivation to combine is further described when Morgan recognizes that 

placing the heating elements away from the center is an inefficient use of the tobacco because the 

tobacco “in the center” is “never heated to deliver flavor to the smoker.”  Morgan at 7:1–5.  Rather 

than solving this problem by including a heating element that was proximal to the center as Philip 

Morris’s hypothetical person of ordinary skill would have done, Morgan instead maintains the 
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heater elements spaced away from the center and solves the problem in a different way.  Morgan 

removes the tobacco from the center and puts in its place a non-tobacco “fiber bundle” surrounded 

by a layer of metallic foil with a slurry of tobacco coated onto it.  Morgan at 6:63–7:10.   

Therefore, for the reasons set forth above, I find that Philip Morris has failed to show by 

clear and convincing evidence that Morgan in view of the general knowledge of a person of 

ordinary skill in the art renders obvious claims 27–30 of the ’123 patent.   

VI. THE ’915 PATENT

A. Claim Construction

I construed the disputed terms “a receiving end for receiving an engaging end of the 

disposable smoking article and having an electrical energy source” and “electrical energy source” 

as part of the claim construction order issued as Order No. 28.  See CC Order at 10–18.  I hereby 

incorporate the discussion of those terms on pages 10–18 of Order No. 28 as part of this initial 

determination. 

B. Infringement

Reynolds asserts claims 1, 2, 3, and 5 of the ’915 patent against Philip Morris.  See CIB 

at 56.  As discussed further below, the record evidence demonstrates that the Accused Products 

infringe these claims. 

1. Claim 1

Philip Morris has stipulated that the Accused Products satisfy some limitations of claim 1 

of the ’915 patent.  Stip. ¶ 59.  The limitations that remain in dispute are emphasized below: 

1. A reusable control unit for use with a disposable smoking article, the
reusable control unit comprising a control housing including:

a receiving end for receiving an engaging end of the disposable 
smoking article and having an electrical energy source that 
includes a projection extending outwardly therefrom and that 
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includes a component that forms an electrical connection with 
electrical contacts on a separate electrical heating member; and  

a control unit section that houses a power source, a switching 
component that actuates flow of electrical current from the electrical 
energy source to the electrical heating member, and a flow 
regulating component that regulates a previously initiated current 
flow from the electrical energy source to the electrical heating 
member, wherein the component that forms an electrical 
connection with the electrical contacts is located on the projection. 

Id.  

As discussed in further detail below, the record evidence demonstrates that the Accused 

Products satisfy all limitations and thus infringe claim 1.  

a) “a receiving end for receiving an engaging end of the
disposable smoking article and having an electrical energy source”

Claim 1 requires “a receiving end” and “a control unit section.”  As illustrated below, the 

Accused Products each have a cap (the claimed “receiving end”) that receives a HeatStick (the 

claimed “disposable smoking article”) and couples the HeatStick with the middle part and rear 

housing (together, the claimed “control unit section”).  See Hrg. Tr. 195:11–196:18.  Because 

HeatSticks cannot be reused, they are the consumable element of the Accused Products and are 

therefore the claimed “disposable smoking article.”  See Hrg. Tr. 198:4–12.   
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CDX-0001C.40; CX-0939C at 21; JX-0064C at 50.

The figures below illustrate how the engaging end of the HeatStick is inserted into the

receiving end of the holder.  See Hrg. Tr. 197:2–20. 
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CDX-0001C at 41–42; CX-0572C at 3; JX-0064C at 47; CX-0073 at 32.

As shown in the illustrations below, the Accused Products include an electrical energy

source in the form of a printed circuit board assembly (annotated green) including the printed 

circuit board, electrical components, and heater wires.2  The printed circuit board assembly is 

partially within the receiving end of the Accused Products, thus satisfying the limitation “having 

an electrical energy source.”  See Hrg. Tr. 200:1–201:9; CPX-0077C.   

2 The structure and function of the printed circuit board assembly is discussed in more detail in the 
next section.  
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CDX-0001C at 48–49; CX-0939C; CPX-0077C; CX-0755C; CPX-0110C; CPX-0123C.

Philip Morris contends that in the Accused Devices the boundary between the “receiving

end” and “control unit section” is not located between the front and rear housings (shown in figure 

below), but rather at the location of the heater overmold.  See RRB at 42–55.  In particular, Philip 

Morris’s expert Mr. Flolid takes the position that the receiving end of the Accused Products stops 

at an isolation barrier at the end of the heating chamber, arguing that no part of the HeatStick can 
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be received by any part of the alleged control housing that extends beyond this point.  See RRB at 

42–55; Hrg. Tr. 817:15–818:22, 917:10–918:20.  Philip Morris therefore argues that that the 

portion of the device extending beyond the heating chamber cannot be part of the “receiving 

end.” To illustrate this argument, Mr. Flolid provided the slide below showing that the heating 

chamber (annotated aqua) and the electronics chamber (annotated green) are separated by the 

isolation barrier (annotated purple).  Hrg. Tr. 817:15–818:22.  

RDX-0003C at 40.  

This argument raised by Philip Morris and its expert Mr. Flolid is not persuasive.  The term 

“receiving end” is a term of orientation; it is the end of the device that receives a disposable 

smoking article and has an electrical energy source.  As oriented in Mr. Flolid’s diagram, the end 

of the IQOS device that receives the HeatStick and has the electrical energy source is the left end. 

The presence of additional structures neither required nor prohibited by the claims, such as an 

“isolation barrier” or an aerosol-retaining “heating chamber,” do not negate the fact that the end 

of the device that receives the HeatStick is the “receiving end.”  Mannesmann Demag Corp. v. 

Engineered Metal Prods., 793 F.2d 1279, 1282–83 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (“The presence of additional 

elements is irrelevant if all the claimed elements are present in the accused structure.”). 

The patent claim does not delineate a boundary between the “receiving end” and any other 

structure.  But even if the claim were to have such a requirement, the evidence demonstrates that 
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the “receiving end” in the IQOS products extends at least to boundary between the front and rear 

housings, as illustrated below.   

CDX-0001C.47.

The record evidence demonstrates that the “cap” of the Accused Devices, which comprises

the combined front housing and extractor, receives the disposable HeatStick.  See Hrg. Tr.  

197:2–20, 200:1–201:9.  Reynolds’s expert Mr. Alarcon testified:  “[Users] pull on the cap, which 

includes the front housing and the extractor, and that disengages the HeatStick from the holder.”  

Hrg. Tr. 190:22–25.  Additionally, the Quick Start guides for the Accused Products illustrate the 

“cap” as the end of the device that encompasses the front housing and extractor and that receives 

the disposable HeatStick.  CX-0594C at 4; CX-0583C at 6; CX-0448 at 6; see Hrg. Tr. 

424:7–430:3.  The more detailed User Guide also refers to the front housing and extractor 

collectively as the “cap” and instructs that the cap end of the device receives the disposable 

HeatStick.  See CX-0451 at 14, 16, 19; CX-0450 at 9, 11, 14.  An internal Philip Morris document 

further illustrates the integral nature of the front housing and the extractor.  CX-0605C at 11.  That 

document shows a cross-sectional view of the IQOS device and labels the front housing as the 
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“Device Outer casing wall” and the extractor as the “Device Inner casing wall.”  Id.; see Hrg. Tr. 

424:7–430:3.  The figure illustrates this structure receiving the disposable HeatStick.  CX-0605C 

at 11.   

For the reasons discussed above, I find that the Accused Products satisfy the claim 

1 limitation “a receiving end for receiving an engaging end of the disposable smoking article 

and having an electrical energy source.” 

b) “an electrical energy source that includes a projection
extending outwardly therefrom and that includes a component that
forms an electrical connection with electrical contacts on a separate
electrical heating member . . . wherein the component that forms an
electrical connection with the electrical contacts is located on the
projection”

As shown in the figures below, the Accused Products have an electrical energy source in 

the form of a printed circuit board assembly (annotated green).  The assembly includes the printed 

circuit board, electrical components, and heater wires.  See Hrg. Tr. 199:3–18.  The assembly 

connects at one end to the battery and connects at the other end to the electrical resistance heater. 

See JX-0090C at 161:2–9, 167:17–25; Hrg. Tr. 441:1–13.  The assembly provides electrical current 

and energy from the battery to the electrical resistance heater.  See JX-0090C at 57:22–25; 

JX-0090C at 82:20–83:3; CX-0592C at 7–9.  Two projections (circled in orange) extend outwardly 

from the assembly.  See Hrg. Tr. 199:3–18. 
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CDX-0001C at 46.

A teardown report of the IQOS 3 shown below demonstrates that printed circuit board

assemblies in that product include two projections extending outwardly, and that each projection 

includes a solder pad for connecting to the heater wires.  See Hrg. Tr. 432:6–433:16. 

JX-0064C at 58.  This teardown report states that “wires bridge between the [printed circuit board] 

and the base of the heater blade,” and Reynolds’s expert Mr. Alarcon testified that those “wires 

are soldered to connect the projections to the . . . corresponding contacts on the heater blade” to 

“provide the electrical connection between the heating element and the [printed circuit board].”  

JX-0064C at 57–58; Hrg. Tr. 432:6–433:16.   
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Similarly, a portion of a document submitted to the FDA describing the IQOS 3 

demonstrates that the projections (circled in red below) of the printed circuit board 

assembly, which is shown below as item 6, include left and right heater wire mounts, which are 

shown below as items 7 and 8 respectively.  CX-0591C at 7; see Hrg. Tr. 433:17–435:6.  The 

document also provides:  “Both heater wires (heater wire surface mount left and right) are 3 

mm wide and long metal parts, which connect the heating element (overmolded heater seal) to 

the electronic controls on Heater PCB.”  CX-0591C at 15.  Mr. Alarcon testified that this 

disclosure also demonstrates that the heater wires provide for transmission of electrical current 

from the printed circuit board assembly to the heater blade.  Hrg. Tr. 434:8–435:6. 

CX-0591C at 7.

CX-0591C at 10–15.
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Mr. Alarcon also testified that, in the Accused Products, electrical current is 

transmitted from the battery through the printed circuit board to heater wires and the heater 

blade.  Hrg. Tr. 435:7–437:5, 440:5–441:13; CDX-0001C.46; JX-0053C; CPX-0114C; 

CPX-0125C.  He testified these structures “allow for the transmission of electrical current from 

the battery to the heating member in the accused IQOS devices.”  Hrg. Tr. 435:7–437:5.  

This is additionally confirmed by the teardown report of the IQOS 3, which Mr. Alarcon 

testified indicates that “electrical current is flowing from the power source of the battery . . . 

through the PCB, which is on the microcontroller, and it’s involved in controlling the current that’s 

passed to the heater.”  Hrg. Tr. 437:6-438:7; CX-939C; CX-039C at 34. 

Based on the record evidence described above, the printed circuit board assembly, with its 

electrical components and heater wires, “provides for transmission of electrical current from the 

power source to the heating member.”  I therefore find that the Accused Products satisfy 

the “electrical energy source that includes a projection extending outwardly therefrom and 

that includes a component that forms an electrical connection with electrical contacts on a 

separate electrical heating member . . . wherein the component that forms an electrical 

connection with the electrical contacts is located on the projection” limitation of claim 1 of the 

’915 patent.   

Philip Morris argues that the Accused Products do not include the claimed “electrical 

energy source” because no “wiring or other contact connected to the heating blade is inserted into 

any part of the [printed circuit board] or heater wires.”  See RRB at 61 (emphasis added); see also 

id. at 55–62.  Philip Morris notes that at the claim construction stage of the investigation I 

construed an “electrical energy source” to mean a “receptacle that provides for transmission of 

electrical current from the power source to the heating member.”  CC Order at 18.  Philip Morris 
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maintains that the word “receptacle” in my construction requires wiring or an electrical contact to 

be “inserted” into something else.  See RRB at 61.   

I find Philip Morris’s argument lacks merit.  At the claim construction stage of this 

investigation, Philip Morris chose to rest on an assertion that the phrase “electrical energy source” was 

indefinite.  See CC Order at 16–18.  I rejected the indefiniteness argument, and the only remaining 

construction urged on the record at that time is the one I adopted, which used the word receptacle.  Id. 

at 18.  The adopted construction was consistent with the patent specification, which teaches that “the 

electrical energy source may function as a more literal receptacle in that the contacts are not 

permanently inserted therein but only make an electrical connection with the electrical energy source 

when the cartridge 300 is inserted into the receiving chamber 210 sufficiently so that the contacts are 

moved into electrical connection with the electrical energy source.”  ’915 patent at 23:33–55.  The 

specification thus does not limit the electrical energy source to a configuration requiring something be 

inserted into something else.  Instead, the specification describes more generally an “electrical 

connection with the electrical energy source” and provides a number of exemplary embodiments.  See, 

e.g., id. at 23:49–55 (“[T]he projection 225 can function as an extension of the electrical energy source 

in that electrical leads 222 (as seen in FIG. 9) are present on the projection, and the electrical heating 

member 400 receives electrical energy from the electrical energy source only when the electrical 

heating member (or a portion thereof) makes contact with the electrical leads.”).  Thus, the term 

“receptacle” in my construction must be, and is, consistent with the manner in which the inventors 

used the term.  As the inventors used the term, a receptacle may “only make an electrical connection”; 

it need not have contacts “inserted therein.”  Id. 

In any event, a tribunal may engage in “rolling claim construction” and revisit or alter its 

interpretation of the claim terms “as its understanding of the technology evolves.”  Guttman, Inc. v. 

Kopykake Enters., Inc., 302 F.3d 1352, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2002).  To the extent my earlier construction 
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did not resolve the dispute Philip Morris now raises about a receptacle and about inserted 

connectors, I reiterate that the term in the claim is “electrical energy source,” not “receptacle.”  It is 

the words of the claim itself that matter; “the name of the game is the claim.”  In re Hiniker Co., 

150 F.3d 1362, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (citing Giles Sutherland Rich, Extent of Protection and 

Interpretation of Claims—American Perspectives, 21 Int’l Rev. Indus. Prop. & Copyright L. 497, 

499 (1990)).  The language of claim 1 does not require something be inserted into the claimed 

electrical energy source, and nothing in the specification limits the electrical energy source to a 

structure into which connectors are inserted.  

Philip Morris’s argument also relies on a declaration Reynolds’s expert Mr. Alarcon 

submitted (CX-0435) at the Markman hearing stage of this investigation.  Mr. Alarcon’s declaration 

is evidence extrinsic to the ’915 patent file wrapper, and I did not rely on it when construing the 

term “electrical energy source” in my claim construction order because the intrinsic evidence 

amply informed the correct construction of the term.  CC Order at 16–18; see Phillips, 415 F.3d at 

1317.  I also decline to use Mr. Alarcon’s declaration now to further “construe” my construction, as 

the intrinsic evidence does not suggest that the claimed invention requires “wiring or other contact 

connected to the heating blade” to be “inserted into any part of the [printed circuit board] or heater 

wires.” 

In sum, for the reasons discussed above, I find that the Accused Products satisfy the claim 1 

limitation “an electrical energy source that includes a projection extending outwardly therefrom 

and that includes a component that forms an electrical connection with electrical contacts on a 

separate electrical heating member . . . wherein the component that forms an electrical connection 

with the electrical contacts is located on the projection.” 
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2. Claims 2, 3, and 5

Claims 2, 3, and 5 all depend from independent claim 1.  ’915 patent at claims 2, 3, and 5.  Philip 

Morris does not dispute that the accused IQOS products meet the additional limitations of 

dependent claims 2 and 5.  Stip. ¶ 59.   

The additional limitation of claim 3 is “wherein the electrical energy source includes a 

capacitor.”  ’123 patent at claim 3.  The evidence shows that the Accused Products each include a 

capacitor located on the printed circuit board, which is part of the claimed electrical energy source.  

CX-600C; CX-848C; CX-863C; see Hrg. Tr. 209:2–210:20; CDX-0001C.61–62.  The Accused 

Products therefore satisfy the additional limitation of claim 3. 

As claim 1 of the ’915 patent was shown to be infringed in the discussion above, the 

undisputed record evidence demonstrates that dependent claims 2, 3, and 5 of the ’915 patent are 

also infringed. 

3. Indirect Infringement

Reynolds alleges that respondents Philip Morris USA and Philip Morris Products induce 

infringement and contribute to infringement of claims 1–3 and 5 of the ’915 patent.  CIB at 70. 

 

  

CX-0025C at 112; CX-0030C at 143.

For the same reasons discussed in Section V.B.3 above, the evidence shows that Philip 

Morris USA and Philip Morris Products indirectly infringe claims 1–3 and 5 of the ’915 patent 

with respect to the IQOS 2.4 device. 
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Philip Morris’s invalidity arguments are addressed in turn below. 

1. The Accord Devices

a) Accord JLI

The Accord JLI is an electronic heat-not-burn tobacco device developed by Philip Morris.  

See Hrg. Tr. 774:3–775:18.  The record evidence establishes that the Accord JLI device is prior 

art under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a) and (b) (pre-AIA).   In late 2002, over eight years before the 

August 9, 2011, priority date for the ’915 patent, the Accord JLI was offered for sale, sold, and 

publicly used in the United States through two principal channels: (1) retail sales and (2) an 

upgrade program offered to existing Accord customers.  Hrg. Tr. 775:22–776:15.  Retail sales took 

place at approximately 150 stores around Richmond, Virginia.  Hrg. Tr. 776:1–15, 777:5–12; 

JX-0058 at -8837; JX-0105C (Burton Dep.) at 37:10–39:14.  By June 2003, 57 Accord JLI kits 

had been sold out of these stores.  JX-0045 at -2586; Hrg. Tr. 778:21–779:15.  Reynolds does not 

dispute that the Accord JLI device is prior art to the ’915 patent.  See CRB at 31–48.   

The central dispute about the Accord prior art is the “electrical energy source.”  Philip 

Morris argues that the Accord JLI’s heater printed circuit board (or “horizontal printed circuit 

board”) and heater connector with socket contacts satisfies the “electrical energy source” limitation 

of claim 1.  See RIB at 55–56.  Philip Morris also argues that the heater connector is the claimed 

projection and that it extends outwardly from the heater/horizontal printed circuit board.  See id. 

at 51–53, 55–56.  But the record evidence fails to support Philip Morris’s arguments.   

Philip Morris introduced into evidence a photograph (reproduced below) of the Accord JLI 

with its battery removed; the photograph allegedly shows the back side of the heater/horizonal 

printed circuit board.  See Hrg. Tr. 785:19–25. 
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RX-0030.  This photograph fails to show a heater connector as a projection extending outwardly 

from the printed circuit board.   

Philip Morris’s expert Mr. Flolid testified that “the back side of the [heater/horizontal] 

board” is visible in the photograph and asserted, without corroborating evidence, that “the heater 

connector’s on the other side.”  Hrg. Tr. 923:17–20.  Mr. Flolid pointed to solder joints on the 

printed circuit board and implied that the heater connector must therefore be attached to the non-

visible side of the printed circuit board, but such an inference based on uncorroborated testimony 

does not constitute clear and convincing evidence.  Even though the photograph may show solder 

joints, it does not show that the solder joints are connected to leads from the heater connector or 

that the heater connector projects outwardly from the printed circuit board.  

Philip Morris adduced another photograph of the Accord JLK in support of its invalidity 

argument, but this photograph also fails to show that the Accord JLK satisfies the “electrical energy 
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source” limitation.  This second photograph (reproduced below) shows only a portion of the heater 

connector and does not show the alleged heater/horizontal printed circuit board. 

RX-0033.  The photograph fails to show what is on the other side of the heater connector and thus 

fails to support Philip Morris’s assertion that the heater connector is attached to and/or projects 

from the heater/horizontal printed circuit board.  

Perhaps in view of the lack of evidence showing the internal structure of the Accord JLI, 

Philip Morris attempts to bootstrap an invalidity case by asserting that the Accord JLI and 

Accord K are materially the same and that documents showing the internal structure of the 

Accord K can be relied upon for factual findings about the internal structure of the Accord JLI.  

See, e.g., RIB at 49 (citing Hrg. Tr. 800:23–801:2, 800:23–801:2; RX-0752C (Flolid Witness 

Stmt.) at Q27–28, Q40 (“[T]he relevant aspects of the JLI and K are materially the same for 

purposes of my analysis.”).  To support this assertion Philip Morris relies on evidence provided by 

its former employee Doug Burton, who testified that the Accord JLI and Accord K “are very much 
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alike because the configuration is essentially the same, parts are in the same place.”  Hrg. Tr. 

800:23–801:2.   

Mr. Burton’s testimony as to the alleged similarities between the Accord JLI and Accord K 

is vague and uncorroborated.  He failed to provide clear and convincing evidence that the heater 

connector and heater/horizontal printed circuit board in Accord JLI and Accord K are the same.  

The validity analysis involves a consideration of how these components are electrically connected, 

and Mr. Burton’s testimony does not address these internal connections.  Cf. Net MoneyIN, Inc. v. 

VeriSign, Inc., 545 F.3d 1359, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (unless the prior art shows every element of 

the claim “arranged or combined in the same way as recited in the claim, it cannot be said 

to prove prior invention of the thing claimed . . . .” (emphasis added)). 

For the reasons set forth above, I find that Philip Morris has failed to show by clear and 

convincing evidence that the Accord JLI satisfies the ’915 claim limitation “electrical 

energy source.”  Philip Morris has thus failed to demonstrate that the Accord JLI anticipates 

claims 1–3 of the ’915 patent.   

Philip Morris has also failed to demonstrate that the Accord JLI renders obvious claim 

5 of the ’915 patent for similar and additional reasons.  First, the Accord JLI does not disclose 

the claimed “electrical energy source,” and Philip Morris has not explained how it would have 

been obvious to bridge “the differences between the claimed invention and the prior art” from 

evidence lacking that claimed feature.  See 35 U.S.C. § 103.  Additionally, even if the 

Accord JLI did disclose the claimed “electrical energy source,” there is no evidence or 

explanation showing that it would have been obvious to combine a structure having all of the 

features of claim 1 with a pushbutton.  See RIB at 65–66 (arguing that adding a pushbutton to 

the Accord JLI would have 
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been obvious).  TQ Delta, LLC v. CISCO Sys., Inc., 942 F.3d 1352, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (rejecting 

a “conclusory” obviousness argument “untethered to any supporting evidence”).   

b) Accord K

The Accord K is an electronic heat-not-burn tobacco device developed by Philip Morris.  See 

Hrg. Tr. 774:3–775:18.  Philip Morris alleges that the Accord K anticipates claims 1–3 of the 

’915 patent and renders obvious claim 5 of the ’915 patent.  See RIB at 41–65.  Reynolds 

disputes that the Accord K is prior art to the ’915 patent, which has a priority date of August 9, 

2011.  See CRB at 31–35.   

Doug Burton, a former employee of respondents Philip Morris USA and Altria 

Client Services LLC, testified at the hearing regarding his work on the Accord K.  See id.  Mr. 

Burton testified that Philip Morris USA held a series of consumer research events in Miami, 

Florida, to demonstrate and distribute the Accord K in the late-2005 to early-2006 

timeframe.  Hrg. Tr. 788:19–789:8.  A moderator purportedly demonstrated the Accord K, 

which at the time was marketed as the “Parliament NXT Smoking System,” to event 

attendees.  RX-0699.2; Hrg. Tr. 790:7–18, 789:19–22; JX-0046 at 6, 12.  Attendees 

purportedly “were invited to participate in extended trial research for approximately 1 week and 

were given [an Accord K] kit.”  RX-0699.2.  Accord K kits purportedly were distributed to over 

600 attendees, and recipients purportedly “were encouraged to use it as if they had purchased 

it . . . and show it off to their friends to [ ] hopefully generate interest around the product.”  

JX-0046 at 6; Hrg. Tr. 789:23–790:1, 790:19-25; CX-2026C at -8979.

Mr. Burton also testified: 

[T]here was only one Accord K.  We didn’t build a special one for Miami.
We didn’t build a special one for Felix at [Philip Morris International Inc.]
to look at.  And [ ] by purpose of its existence, the technical file [RX-0064]
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has to describe what we intended to sell and in this case what we distributed 
for consumers [re]search. 

Hrg. Tr. 807:7–12. 

Although Mr. Burton’s testimony might establish that devices known as Accord K were in 

public use in Miami by no later than 2006, Philip Morris has failed to show that the Accord K 

devices used in Miami are the same Accord K devices described in the technical documents that 

Philip Morris uses to support its invalidity arguments.  Indeed, Mr. Burton himself admitted:  “[I]f 

you look at those documents, you will not see written anywhere this is the one that you’re going 

to take to Miami.”  Hrg. Tr. 807:22–24.   

“The law has long looked with disfavor upon invalidating patents on the basis of mere 

testimonial evidence absent other evidence that corroborates that testimony.”  Finnigan Corp. v. 

Int’l Trade Comm’n, 180 F.3d 1354, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 1999).  The Supreme Court recognized over 

one hundred years ago that “[w]itnesses whose memories are prodded by the eagerness of 

interested parties to elicit testimony favorable to themselves are not usually to be depended upon 

for accurate information.”  Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. v. Beat ’Em All Barbed-Wire Co., 143 

U.S. 275, 284 (1892).   

“Mere testimony concerning invalidating activities is received with further skepticism 

because such activities are normally documented by tangible evidence such as devices, schematics, 

or other materials that typically accompany the inventive process.”  Finnigan Corp., 180 F.3d at 

1366–67; see also Woodland Trust v. Flowertree Nursery, Inc., 148 F.3d 1368, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 

1998) (a “paper trail of virtually all commercial activity” is now “ubiquitous,” such that it is “rare 

indeed that some physical record (e.g., a written document such as notes, letters, invoices, 

notebooks, or a sketch or drawing or photograph showing the device, a model, or some other 
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contemporaneous record) does not exist.”); Eibel Process Co. v. Minnesota & Ontario Paper 

Co., 261 U.S. 45, 60 (1923) (testimony of prior public use “falls short of being enough to 

overcome the presumption of novelty from the granting of the patent” when “there is not a single 

written record, letter or specification of prior date to [the patentee's] application that discloses any 

such discovery by anyone . . .”). 

Mr. Burton’s testimony is no more corroborated than testimony found insufficient in 

the cases above.  I find that Philip Morris has failed to demonstrate, by clear and convincing 

evidence, that the Accord K is prior art to the ’915 patent.  See Loral Fairchild Corp. v. 

Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., 266 F.3d 1358, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (an accused infringer bears the 

burden by proving by clear and convincing evidence that a reference is prior art).  For this 

reason, Philip Morris has failed to demonstrate that the Accord K anticipates claims 1–3 or 

renders obvious claim 5 of the ’915 patent.  

2. Indefiniteness

Philip Morris argues that the claim term “electrical energy source,” which is recited in 

asserted claims 1 and 3 of the ’915 patent, is indefinite.  See RIB at 66.  This argument is a 

renewal of the argument Philip Morris raised at the Markman claim construction hearing.  See, 

e.g., CC Order at 17–18.  Philip Morris’s indefiniteness argument is denied at least for the same

reasons set forth in my claim construction order.  Accordingly, Respondents have not shown the 

claim to be indefinite.  Nautilus, 134 S. Ct. at 2129. 

VII. THE ’238 PATENT

A. Claim Construction

I construed the disputed terms “shell,” “pressure channel,” “air inlet channel,” and “the 

first end of the pressure channel is spatially separated from the air inlet channel relative to the 
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longitudinal axis of the coupler” as part of the claim construction order issued as Order No. 28. 

See CC Order at 19–31.  I hereby incorporate the discussion of those terms on pages 19–31 of 

Order No. 28 as part of this initial determination. 

B. Infringement

Reynolds asserts claim 19 of the ’238 patent against Philip Morris.  See CIB at 76.  As 

discussed further below, the record evidence demonstrates that the Accused Products do not 

infringe this claim.   

Philip Morris has stipulated that the Accused Products satisfy some limitations of claim 19 

of the ’238 patent.  Stip. ¶ 2.  The limitations that remain contested are identified with bolded italic 

typeface below: 

19. A control body for an electronic smoking article, the control body
comprising:

an elongated shell with an interior, a proximal end, and an 
opposing distal end;  

a coupler formed of an elongated body having a first end that forms 
a wall and that engages the proximal end of the shell and a second 
end that comprises a cavity configured to releasably engage a 
cartridge, wherein the coupler includes a pressure channel 
extending between a first end that is in fluid communication with 
the cavity and a second end that opens through the wall at the first 
end of the coupler, wherein the coupler includes an air inlet channel 
in fluid communication with the cavity and an air inlet aperture in 
an exterior surface of the coupler, and wherein the coupler has a 
longitudinal axis extending from the first end to the second end, and 
the first end of the pressure channel is spatially separated from the 
air inlet channel relative to the longitudinal axis of the coupler; 
and  

a microprocessor. 

Id.  




